Nonaqueous lyotropic ionic liquid crystals: preparation, characterization, and application in extraction.
A class of new ionic liquid (IL)-based nonaqueous lyotropic liquid crystals (LLCs) and the development of an efficient IL extraction process based on LC chemistry are reported. The nonaqueous LLCs feature extraordinarily high extraction capacity, excellent separation selectivity, easy recovery, and biocompatibility. This work also demonstrates that the introduction of self-assembled anisotropic nanostructures into an IL system is an efficient way to overcome the intrinsically strong polarity of ILs and enhances the molecular recognition ability of ILs. The distribution coefficients of IL-based LLCs for organic compounds with H-bond donors reached unprecedented values of 50-60 at very high feed concentrations (>100 mg mL(-1) ), which are 800-1000 times greater than those of common ILs as well as traditional organic and polymer extractants. The IL-based nonaqueous LLCs combining the unique properties of ILs and LCs open a new avenue for the development of high-performance extraction methods.